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ABSTRACT 
Machine learning (ML) is increasingly being used in image 
retrieval systems for medical decision making. One app lica-
tion of ML is to retrieve visually similar medical images from 
pas t patients (e.g. tissue from biops ies) to reference when 
making a medical decision with a new pat ient. Howeve r, no 
algorithm can perfectly captu re an expert ' s ideal notion of 
similarity for every case: an image th at is algorithmi cally 
determin ed to be similar may not be medically relevant to a 
doctor' s specific diagnostic needs. In this pape r, we identified 
the needs of patho logists when searchin g for similar images 
retrieved usin g a deep lear nin g algorithm , and developed 
tools that empower users to cope with the search algorithm 
on-the-fly, communi cating what types of similarity are most 
import ant at different moment s in time. In two evaluations 
with path ologists, we found th at th ese refinement tools in-
creased the diagnos tic utility of images found and increased 
user trus t in the algorithm. Th e tools were preferred over a 
traditional interface, without a loss in diagnostic accuracy. 
We also observe d that users adopted new str ategies when 
using refinement tools, re-purpos ing th em to test and un-
derstand the underlying algorithm and to disambiguate ML 
errors from their own errors. Taken togethe r, these findings 
inform futur e hum an-ML collaborative systems for expe rt 
decision-making. 
CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing --> Human computer in-
teraction (HCI); 
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Figure 1: Medical images contain a wide range of clinical 
features , such as cellular (1) and glandular morphology (2), 
interaction between components (3), processing artifacts 
(4), and many more. It can be difficult for a similar -image 
search algorithm to perfectly capture an expert's notion of 
similarity , because what's diagnostically important and not 
important differs from case to case and is highly context -
dependent. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Rapid advance s in machin e learnin g (ML) have made it in-
creasingly app licable to prob lems in the medical domain . 
One promising app lication of ML in this space has been in 
deep neura l network (DNN)-backed cont ent- based image 
retri eval (CBIR) systems. Th ese systems index and retrieve 
images based on aut omatically learned simil arity metrics 
(45). In medical uses of CBIR, doctors use a medical image 
(e.g., tissue from a biopsy, or an x-ray) as a query for re-
trieving similar images from previously diagnosed patients 
(1, 34, 35, 42). Because simil ar patients give doctors points 
of comparison, CBIR has been used to improve medical deci-
sion making by filling knowledge gaps, aiding consis tency, 
and refreshing knowledge of rare cases [ 23}. In thi s paper, 
we focus on the needs of patho logis ts using a DNN-backed 
CBIR system for making a differential diagnosis: the process 
of differen tiating a disease from oth ers that share similar 
clinical features [8}. 
During diagnos tic decision -m aking, poor search resu lts 
from a CBIR system can lead to a bri ttl e user experience. 
Ideally, a user makes a sing le query and th e search algo-
rithm re tu rns resu lt s th at address their information needs. 
However, no algori thm will be ab le to perfec tly capture an 
expert ' s notion of ideal similarity for every query, given that 
needs will vary from case-to-case and user-to-user (1, 43}. 
For examp le, in patho logy, th ere are numerous visua l fea-
tures of a medical image that could be important at different 
momen ts in time, ranging from glandular and cellular mor -
pho logy to tissue architectures and histologies (12) (Figure 
1). Thus, an image that is algori thmical ly determined to be 
similar may not be clinica lly re levan t to th e pa th ologist's 
in-the-moment diagnos tic needs . In these cases-when a 
system fails to return clinica lly-re levant resu lts-physicians 
can quickly lose trust in the system and abandon it in favor 
of th eir own domain expertise, even if it provides value in 
other cases (24, 28, 46). The black-box, opaque nature ofML -
based sys tems can further exacerba te these issues of tru st 
and worsen th e overa ll interactive experience (22, 24, 27}. 
Interac tive mechanisms can help address th ese issues , by 
gran tin g th e end -user more agency in guiding th e search 
algorithm [ 43, 47}. 
In thi s paper, we propose and evalua te interactive refine -
ment techniques for patho logis ts to indicate wha t charac -
teristics of a query image are important when searching for 
similar images, empowering them to cope with limi tations 
in the search algorithm on-the-fly. While considerab le work 
has focused on improving the accuracy of CBIR search algo-
rithms, comparative ly less work has focused on interactive 
refinement techniques: the types of capab ilities users want, 
how th ey use them, and how th ey affect the user experi -
ence. This paper con tribu tes to this broader litera tu re by 
examining what patho logists need when using ML-powered 
image search, th e practices th ey adop t while using search 
refinemen t too ls, and th e ways in which these refinemen t 
tools affect end-user attitudes towards the underlying search 
algorithm. Though this work focuses on patho logists, our re-
sults are relevant to other app lications of CBIR that leverage 
similar image search. 
To ground thi s research, we deve loped SMILY (Similar 
Medical Images Like Yours), a prototype application that uses 
a DNN to identify visual ly similar medical images . SMILY 
includes a range of end -user too ls to guide the algori thm 's 
retrieval process (Figure 2): 1) refine-by-region, which allows 
users to select a region of interest to focus on in th e query 
image , 2) refine-by-example, where users can mark useful 
search resu lts to retrieve more results like them, and 3) refine-
by-concept, a novel refinemen t technique th at allows users 
to specify th at more or less of a clinical concep t shou ld be 
present in search results. In two evaluations, we found that 
refinement tools not only enhanced the utility of information 
found and increased user trust, but also served purposes be-
yond providing algorithmic feedback , such as helping users 
deve lop a mental model of th e ML algori thm , or probe th e 
likelihood of a diagnosis. 
In sum, thi s paper makes the following contribu tions: 
• We enumerate key needs of patho logists when search -
ing for similar images during medical decision -making. 
• We presen t th e design and implementation of inter-
active refinemen t too ls, including a novel technique, 
refine-by-concept, th at leverages key affordances of 
deep neural network mode ls for similarity search. 
• We report results from two studies demonstrating that 
these refinement tools can increase the utili ty of clin-
ical information found and increas e user tru st in the 
algorithm, without a loss in diagnostic accuracy. Over-
all, experts preferred SMILY over a traditional interface , 
and indicated th ey wou ld be more likely to use it in 
clinical practice. 
• We identify ways th at experts used refinemen t tools 
for purposes beyond refining th eir searches, includ-
ing testin g and unders tanding the underlying search 
algori thm ; investigating th e likelihood of a decision 
hypothesis ; and disambiguating ML errors from their 
own errors. 
Collective ly, our findings inform the design and research 
of future human -ML collaborative systems for expert decision -
making with images, an area that will likely continue to rise 
in importance across more domains in the coming years. 
2 RELATED WORK 
This paper draws upon prior work at the intersection of clin-
ical decision support systems, content -based image retrieval, 
interactive machine learning, and deep neural networks . 
Clinical Decision Support Systems 
Clini cal decision suppor t sys tems (CDSSes) provide clini-
cians with know ledge to enhance medical decision -making 
(38 ). A wide range of CDSSes exist, from systems that make 
diagnostic decisions, to those that supp ly information of po-
tential use to medical decision making (7). In this paper, our 
focus is on the latter. 
Although stu dies hav e shown th at CDSSes can reduce 
human error and improve outcomes (19, 32). one traditional 
impediment to adoption has been the lack of user acceptance 
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Figure 2: Key components of SMILY: a) the query image (e.g. pathology tissue possibly containing cancer), b) the search results 
(images from previously diagnosed cases), c) refine-by -region tool: users crop a region to emphasize its importance, d) refine -
by-example tool: for clinical concepts that can't be pinpointed to a specific region (e.g. visual patterns ), users can pin examples 
from search results to emphasize that concept, e) refine-by-concept tool: users increase or decrease the presence of clinical 
concepts by sliding sliders. 
and trust: experts may resist using a system if it does not pro-
vide relevant information or capture the nuances of human 
thinking (24, 28, 46). Our work demonstrates how interactive 
refinemen t tools can directly address some of th ese issues 
during medical image search. 
Content-based Image Retrieval 
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems allow end-
users to search a database of images organized by the images ' 
content (11). Depending on implementation, content can be 
searched via a query image (i.e., similar image search) or 
keywords (11, 43). In medicine, CBIR has been used to help 
experts make better decisions, by identifying visually similar 
images for a given query image (1, 23, 34, 35, 42). 
A key cha llenge of CBIR is th at th e con tent extract ed 
from an image does not necessarily correspond to the user ' s 
semantic interpretation of an image, a phenomenon referred 
to as th e semantic gap [ 43). To reduce th e semantic gap, a 
wide variety of methods have been proposed to improve the 
search algori thm s, such as automa tically extrac ting color, 
texture, shape, and other image features (35, 36, 43). Search 
resul ts can also be improv ed via relevance feedback from 
human annotations, which specify which results are relevant 
[I 7, 48)). While a subs tan tial body of work has focused on 
improving algorithmic capabilities (1, 21, 23, 34, 35, 42), our 
work examines th e user experience surrounding CBIR, an 
area that has been noted as deserving more attention (11, 35). 
Interactive Machine Learning 
Interac tive ML incorporates human feedback in th e model 
training process to crea te better ML models (16), and has 
been an active area of research (4, 18, 29, 41). For exam -
ple, Amershi et al. enabled an algorithm to learn new friend 
groups on social media given user-provided examp les (4), 
and Fogarty et al. allowed users to interactively teach a search 
engine new concep ts (18). While much of thi s prior work 
has emp loyed handcrafted features [ 4, 18). we leverage the 
rich image features (embeddings , described below) automat -
ically learned from deep neural nets. As we will show, these 
embeddings enabl e us to introduc e interac tive refinemen t 
mechanisms with relatively little implementation effort, and 
without modifying the original model. 
Deep Neural Nets (DNN) and Embeddings 
Previous work has shown that the features learned in DNNs 
can be app lied to a wide range of tasks, including finding 
similar images (5, 40). More specifically, given an input (e.g. 
image or word), a DNN can produce a corresponding em-
bedding (33), or a list of numbers represen tin g th e input . 
This list of numbers can be treated like a coordinate in high-
dimensional space, such th at items th at are mor e similar 
are positioned closer together in this space. One key discov-
ery about these embeddings is that the relative locations of 
embeddings can encode high-level concep ts, even if th ose 
concepts were not explicitly taught at training time (2, 6, 33). 
For examp le, vector ari thm etic on word embeddings can 
reveal relationships such as king - queen :,;· man - woman 
(33}. Thus, directions in an embedding space can encode 
human -interpre table concep ts (e.g. gender) (33). While dif-
ferent methods have been proposed for compu ting th ese 
directions (6, 13, 33, 49), Kim et al. found that a simple linear 
classifier can learn these direc tions qui te effectively; th ose 
directions are called Concept Activation Vectors (CAVs) (26). 
We extend this prior work by showing that CAVs for clinical 
concepts can be learned from pre-trained DNNs. We expose 
these CAVs to end users in our refine -by-concep t sliders, 
which allow users to push search resu lts in directions in the 
embedding space more likely to contain a given concept. 
3 USER NEEDS 
Patho logists study microscopic samples of body fluid or tis-
sue, often to perform cancer diagnosis. To understand what 
patho logis ts need during clinical decision -making, as well 
as wha t needs arise when th ey interact with an ML-based 
CBIR system, we conducted a multi -month iterative design 
process with 3 patho logists, using mixed methods. We met 
with patho logists in hour -long sessions approximate ly every 
other week. Initially, we used paper prototypes, interviews , 
and think- alouds to unders tand patho logists' needs and ex-
plore alterna tive designs. We then crea ted a range of func -
tional prototypes and iterated on those designs with further 
feedback. 
Needs During Clinical Decision-Making 
When making a differential diagnosis, patho logists need to 
genera te hypothes es, compare and con tras t evidence for 
those hypotheses , and then determine which diagnosis is 
the most like ly. For examp le, in pros tate cancer diagnosis, 
patho logis ts compare evidence to assign a grade (called a 
Gleason grade [ 14)), which indicates the most-likely severity 
of the cancer. Because cancers in different grades can share 
similar visual characteristics, this decision can be a difficult 
one, yet has a pivotal effect on health outcomes: the diagno-
sis typica lly determines subsequen t patient trea tment (e.g. 
chemotherapy, surgery, or watchfu l waiting). 
In making a differen tial diagnosis, pathologis ts first gen-
era te a hypothesis (e.g. Gleason 3) and a set of alternative 
hypotheses (e.g. Gleason 4, etc.) to rule out. Then, they con-
sider these hypotheses in light of the information they have 
(e.g., biopsy resu lts, past cases) to determine which is more 
likely. When they are unsure, they often look for similar im-
ages from online tools or textbooks , solicit second opinions 
from exper ts, or reques t further testin g. When looking for 
images similar to th eir case, patho logis ts desire to find the 
most visually similar images across diagnos tically distin ct 
categories, to ensure they have not missed a diagnosis. For 
example, one patho logist explained that "I have a hypothesis, 
but I always want that safety net of.. what else could this look 
like?" Pathologists may iterate on th eir diagnosis by gener -
ating hypotheses and comparing evidence before making a 
decision. 
Needs Arising from Machine Learning 
To understand needs specific to similar image search, we 
presented patho logists with paper cut -outs and, later in the 
process, software implementations of results surfaced by our 
search algori thm. When interacting with these images, we 
discovered that pathologists wish to control which types 
of similarity matter for a specific case. More specifically, 
they wan ted to de-emphasize irrelevant features, and em-
phasize clinica lly-relevan t ones: '7 want to make sure it's 
triggering on ... this gland. I want to say 'that's the thing!'" 
While some features could be localized to a region, other 
features were pervasive across the entire image, such as over-
all archi tectures or visual patt erns (our participan ts used 
terms such as "sheets:• "rosette:• and "silky" to describe these 
features). The relevance of a feature can also change, depend-
ing on th e pathologis t' s curren t focus. Thus, path ologists 
wished they could push th e system to pay att ention to dif-
ferent featu res at differen t moments in time: "Maybe you 
might be interested in the inflammation at one point, but not 
right now. I would say. no I don't want you to look at the 
inflammation, I want you. to look at everything around it." 
4 USER INTERFACE AND SYSTEM DESIGN 
Based on identified user needs , we designed and implemented 
SMILY (Figure 2), a deep -learning based CBIR sys tem tha t 
includes a set of refinement mechanisms to guide the search 
process. Similar to existin g medical CBIR sys tems, SMILY 
enables patho logists to query the system with an image, and 
then view the most similar images from past cases along with 
their prior diagnoses. The patho logist can then compare and 
contras t th ose images to the query image, before making a 
decision. SMILY contains images from a large patho logy lab 
and from patho logy image repositories 1. 
To find similar images, the query image is fed through a 
pre-trained deep neural network to retrieve its image em-
bedding, a compressed representation of the image that cor-
responds to a poin t in high-dimensional coordina te space 
(as explained in Related Work). Visually similar images are 
loca ted at poin ts closer together in th e embedding space 
(Figure 3a). SMILY uses a pre-trained, domain-agnostic DNN 
(21 ), which we chose given evidence that these deep learning 
models can achieve performance equivalent to hand -crafted 
models and can transfer well to a wide range of tasks (5, 45). 
Given the query embedding and the pre-compu ted embed -
dings of all other images in th e database, SMILY finds th e 
most similar images by showing nearest neighbors of th e 
1 https:// tcga-dat a. nci. nih.gov /docs/pub licat io ns/ tcga/ 
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Figure 3: How refine-by-concept sliders are created: a) For each image in the database , SMILY uses a deep neural net to compute 
its em bedding, a meaningful representation of the image. Concretely, the embedding is a list of numbers that determines the 
image's coordinates in a high -dimensional embedding space. Although our embedding space has high dimensions (128D), for 
simplicity we display them here in 2D. b) Users mark a subset of images containing the concept (e.g. "fused glands"). c) A CAV 
for that concept is learned, corresponding to a direction in the embedding space. d) When a user slides that concept's slider, 
the original query is shifted in the embedding space in the CAV direction , and new nearest neighbors are fow1d. 
query embedding. Based on user feedback , SMILY displays 
approximate ly 15 nearest neighbors per page, to show suffi-
cient var iety without overwhelm ing the user with too many 
search results. 
Refinement Tools 
Clinical images can contain a diverse set of visua l features, 
only a subset of which are relevant to the decision at hand 
(Figure 1). Based on th e user needs described above, we 
crea ted a set of search refinement tools that allow users 
to emphasize or de-emphasize par ticul ar medical concepts 
when conducting the similar image search. Without altering 
the deep neural net itself, the tools enab le users to push 
search results towards meaningful directions in th e DNN's 
high-dimensional embedding space. 
Refine-by-region Tool. Often, the relevant feature can be 
localized to a physica l region of th e image ( e.g. a specific 
gland within a biopsy). Using refine-by-region, users can crop 
a region to isolate a feature , communica tin g to the system 
what region is important. While a range of methods could be 
used (e.g., see (31)), in our implementat ion, the system simply 
uses the crop as the new query, and conducts the search only 
among crops at a similar crop size (e.g., our database contains 
300x300 pixel images, as well as 1/ 4 and 1/ 8 sized crops of 
those images). One prob lem with arb itrary crops is that ML 
models tend to take inputs with a specific aspect ratio. From 
ear ly iterations, we found th at users desired transparency 
about which part of the crop wou ld in fact be "seen " by the 
model. Thus , if a user makes a crop with a very skewed 
aspec t ratio, th e sys tem determines th e nearest accep table 
crop, and displays it in red as an indicator of the tru e crop 
that will be fed to the system. 
Refine-by-example Tool. Cropping alone is sometimes in-
sufficient because the concep t of interest canno t be eas ily 
isolated to a region. In formative stud ies, some users pointed 
to search results conta ining good examples of concepts, and 
asked to retrieve more images like those. Based on this obser-
vat ion, and inform ed by prior work [ 25, 48 ), we allow users 
to adjust the presence of any concept by picking a subset of 
search results as examp les, and updating results on-the-fly 
to find more images like th ose examp les. To suppor t this 
type of refinement , we calcula te the embeddings of each 
chosen examp le, take th eir average , and use this value as 
the new search query (ignor ing the embedd ing of the actual 
query image). This design arose out of formative testing with 
users, who found results more interpretab le when they were 
strong ly anchored to the user -chosen examp les. 
Refine-by-concept Tool In some scenar ios, the clinical con-
cepts of interest may not be present in the returned results, 
may not be easily isolated within th e query image, or may 
be confounded with oth er fea tures in th e search result im-
ages. At other times, it can be helpful to exp licitly request 
that par ticular med ical concepts be presen t in the returned 
results, even if they are not present in the query image. This 
latter capability can be useful to test hypotheses (e.g., "If this 
image had more fused glands, how would it affect diagnosis?"). 
To address th ese needs , we developed refine-by-concept 
sliders, a refinement mechanism that allows an end -user 
to indicate that th ey wou ld like more or less of a medical 
concept to appear in returned results. For example, if the user 
would like to see search results with more or fewer fused 
glands, they can adjust the Fused Glands slider to update the 
search results, emphas izing or de-emphasizing the presence 
of that concept based on slider settings. 
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CAVs learned 01111 examples to CAVs learned on all examples 
for the concept. Overall, CAVs trained on 20 images achieved 
a high cosine similarity to CAVs lea med on all examples for 
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Concept sliders leverage image embeddings and directions 
in the embedding space to affect search results. As noted in 
Related Work, an image embedding can be though t of as a 
coordina te in high dimensional space (Figure 3a), and the 
directions in that space (e.g. man to woman) represent seman-
tically meaningful concepts (e.g. gender). In our implementa-
tion, we use simple linear classifiers to learn these directions, 
referred to as CAVs (described above and in Kim et al. (26)). 
Our intuition behind using CAVs for crea ting sliders is as 
follows: given a learned CAV for a medical concept, adding 
(or subtracting) the CAV from a query imag e' s embedding 
effectively pushes the query image' s embedding toward (or 
away from) a concep t withi n the embedding space. When 
the similarity search is performed with this new, augmented 
embedding, it will general ly return resu lt s with more (or 
less) of the concept. 
To identify concepts for this pro totype, we asked pathol-
ogists to enumera te diagnostica lly important concep ts for 
prostate cancer diagnosis. Our final set of concept sliders cov-
ers a varie ty of concep ts, including structural componen ts, 
slide-processing artifacts, and visual patterns. 
After creating a list of concepts to learn, two patho logists 
labe led whether th e concep ts were seen in 100 path ology 
images (Figure 3b). We then learned CAVs given those labels: 
for each concept c, we use a linear classifier to learn a hyper -
plane separa ting the embeddings of examp les con taining c 
(positive examples), and embeddings of a random subset not 
containing c (negative examples). The CAV for that concept 
(Ve) is defined to be the vector orthogonal to the hyperp lane 
(Figure 3c) (26). Although this process requires some human -
labeled data, we empirically evaluated how many labels were 
needed to produce a reasonab le CAV. We found th at CAVs 
trained on 20 labels achieved a high cosine similarity(~ 0.9) 
with CAVs trained on all labels for that concept (Figure 4). 
Finally, we expose each CAV, Ve as a slider in the interface . 
Moving th e slider shifts search resu lts in th e direc tion of 
the CAV (Figure 3d). For example, given a query embedding 
q, a +0.5 slider shif t trans lates q by +0.5 • Ve, yielding new 
query q'. The new search resu lts are produced by taking the 
nearest neighbors from q'. 
During formative studies, users were sometimes surprised 
when search resul ts in th e negative CAV direc tion did no t 
reflect the opposing concep t . For examp le, users expec ted 
the opposite of Fused Glands to show not-fused glands, but 
instead it sometimes showed no glands at all. Based on this 
feedback , we trained relative CAVs usin g an opposing con-
cept as negative examp les. Thus, it may be valuab le to un-
derstand from end-users their expectations for the negative 
direc tion of a CAV, such as whe th er it ough t to reflect the 
absence of a concept versus the opposite concept. 
Auxiliary Refinement Tools. To support these refinemen t 
tools, we implemented several auxiliary tools that help users 
compare and contrast alternative hypotheses. Here, we briefly 
summarize those features: 
• Narrow hypo theses: While ML algori thm s typica lly 
outpu t a globa l list of mos t similar imag es, path ol-
ogists wished to exp licitly con trol which diagnos tic 
categories to compare and con trast. Thus, users can 
explicitly filter the images and group by only the diag-
nostic categories they wish to compare. 
• Augment variety: When ruling out alternative hypothe -
ses, users sometimes wan ted to see mul tiple variants 
within those categories to ensure they had not missed a 
variant. Thus, users can click to see subgroups of a par-
ticular diagnostic category, generated using standard 
clustering techniques. 
• Visualize refinemen t : A sca tterp lot overview show -
ing each search results ' embedding distances from the 
query image, color-coded by diagnosis. The visualiza-
tion changes after every refinemen t updat e to show 
changes in the distribution. 
5 TOOL EVALUATION STUDY 
We eva luated SMILY and its refinemen t capabili ties in two 
studies. First, we conduc ted a Tool Evalua tion Study (de-
scribed in this section) to validate th at refinemen t mecha -
nisms update search resu lts in the ways intended . Then, in 
a User Study (described in th e next section), we holistically 
evaluated how SMILY ultimately affects user experience and 
search practices during a medical task. 
In this section, we consider the former question of whether 
the refinemen t mechanisms upda te resul ts in th e ways in-
tended. To this end , we app lied each tool to modify the 
presence of clinical concep ts in search resu lts, and asked 
pathologis ts to rate th e presence of th at concep t, with and 
without refinement (in a pairwise manner). We randomized 
which side th e conditions were on, so th at raters could not 
tell which search results were collected with and with out 
refinement. 
Refine-by-region Evaluation 
A common scenario in which a user may want to crop a re-
gion is when the algorithm has over-emphasized a physica lly 
prominent but irrelevant feature, while under-emphasizing 
a small, important feature. We collected a random set of ten 
images where the key glandu lar structura l component was 
sma ll (approxima tely 25% of th e image). One path ologis t 
cropped the glandular component in the images, after which 
two other path ologists rated the presence of th at struct ure 
in search results (on a 7-poin t scale), with and with out re-
finement. 
Images contained a greater presence of the desired feature 
with refinement (µ = 5.3, a = 1) th an without (µ = 2.8, 
a = 1.4, ANOVA p < 0.0005, F = 88). In 88% of cases, with-
refinement images con tained a grea ter concep t presence. 
Ratin gs were tied in 11 % of cases. These tended to occur 
when the original results already contained a relatively high 
presence of the concept. 
Refine-by-example Evaluation 
The refine-by-example tool can theoretically be used on any 
concept, not only th ose th at are physica lly dissectable. We 
thus selected representative concepts that span the character -
istics described above (see System Design), including: Percent 
Strama (structural component), Eosin Overstained (artifact), 
Fused Glands (pattern), and Tubu lar Glands (pattern). Two 
morphological patt ern concep ts were chosen because pat-
terns are most commonly used in decision making. 
To collect reference images for evalua tion, we consulted 
with patho logists to enumerate common situations in which 
they needed to emphasize or de-emphasize each concept. For 
each concept, a patho logis t selected 10 query images meet-
ing th ose condi tions , totalin g 40 images. Next, a different 
patho logist used the tool to refine initial search results, given 
the desired concept. Finally, two other patho logists rated the 
presence of the desired concept, blind to condition. 
Images contained a greater presence of the desired concept 
with refinement (µ = 4.6, a = 1) th an without (µ = 2.8, 
a = 1.1, p < 0.0005, F = 108.7). With -refinement results 
contained a greater presence of the concept in 82% of cases, 
tied in 11 %, and had less of the concept in 7%. In the latter, we 
found th at either there were no good examp les availab le in 
the results, or the chosen examples were "impure ; containing 
a diversity of concepts. 
Refine-by-concept Evaluation 
To eva luate CAVs, we used th e same concep ts and images 
from the refine-by-example study. If a CAV reflects the con-
cept well, adding the CAV to a point in the embedding space 
shou ld lead to a loca tion where images are more likely to 
con tain that concep t . Thus, we shif ted each query image 
embedding in the direction of the CAV, and retrieved nearest 
neighbors. Based on path ologist ratings , images contained 
a grea ter presence of the desired concep t with refinement 
(µ = 5.4, a = 0.7) th an with out (µ = 2.6, a = 1, p < 0.0005, 
F = 584.6). In almost every case (99%), with -refinemen t re-
sults contained a greater presence of the concept, with fewer 
unintended consequences than refine-by-example. 
If a CAV had captured its concept very well, a patho logist 
ough t to be able to infer the concep t with out being told 
wha t th e concep t is. To investigate thi s, we asked a third , 
independent path ologis t to identify wha t concep t(s) were 
being captured by each CAV, by showing the image sets but 
withho lding the concep t name (a free-response task). The 
patho logist correct ly identified most concepts without noting 
other extraneous concepts. However, for Fused Glands, they 
guessed 3 confounding concep ts as well, 2 of which they 
indicated were biologically correlated with fused glands. The 
path ologis t found th e presence of biologically corre lated 
concep ts less surprising compared to th ose th at were not 
biologically corre lated with th e intended concept. We will 
discuss these effects in greater detail in later sections. 
6 USER STUDY 
The study reported above confirmed that refinement mecha-
nisms can update search results in intended directions. How-
ever, the ques tion remains as to how such tools affect th e 
end-user experience. For instance, refinement tools could 
hypothetically add comp lexity and workload to user inter-
actions, possibly decreasing the "seamless " aesthetic (10) of 
more conventional interfaces (e.g. a simple n-best list) ; hence, 
their utility ough t to outweigh the costs. More importantly, 
it is unknown how refinement mechanisms are actually used 
in practice, and their effect on user attitudes. To understand 
these ques tions , we compared the experiences of path olo-
gists using SMILY to that of a baseline conventional interface 
during pros tate cancer assessmen t . We based the conven -
tional interface on traditional medical CBIR systems (23, 35). 
Like traditional medical CBIR systems, the conventional in-
terface displays an n-best list of most similar images, ranked 
in order of similarity, arranged in a grid. The questions our 
study sought to answer were: 
(1) Does SMILY increase the utility of information for 
diagnostic decision -making? How does it affect work -
load and trust, compared to a conventional n-best list 
interface? 
(2) How do pathologis ts use refinement tools in th eir 
search and decision-making prac tices? Wha t are the 
trade -offs between different kinds of refinement tools? 
Measures 
We evaluated the following outcome metrics related to utility 
for decision-making , workload, and attitud es towards the 
system. All items below were rated on a 7-poin t scale. 
• Diagnostic utility: Participants answered the question 
"How useful were the examples you found in assisting 
with diagnosis?" 
• Mental support for decision-making: Participan ts an-
swered the Likert scale question "{Version X) helped me 
think through the diagnosis and organize my thoughts." 
• Workload: Participan ts answered th e effort and frus-
tration dimensions of the NASA-TD< (20). 
• Trus t : There exist a varie ty of approaches and ques -
tionnaires for measuring trust. In thi s study, we used 
Mayer ' s dimensions of trust (30) because th ese have 
been wide ly used in prior studies on trust and refer-
enced in existin g HCI work. Par ticipan ts answered 
Likert scale ques tions on th e system's capability and 
benevolence, key dimensions of trust. 
• Future use: Participants answered the Likert scale ques-
tion '1 would continue using {the system) in my practice." 
• Overall preference between the two interfaces: Partic-
ipants rated on a 7-poin t Likert scale ranging from 1 
(totally version A), 2 (much more version A than B), 3 
(slightly more version A than B), 4 (neu tr al), etc. to 7 
(totally version B). 
In the study , we called th e two systems "Version N' and 
'Version B" (counterbalanced) to avoid biasing participants, 
but we refer to th em here as "SMILY" and "conven tiona l 
interface " for clarity. 
Method 
Twe lve path ologists par ticipa ted in the user study. All had 
1-20 years(µ = 9.8) of patho logy experience post -residency 
training. Each participant first completed an online tutorial 
of both interfaces on their own (30 minutes) , then ana lyzed 
6 prostate images (1.5 hours total) , followed by a post -study 
questionnaire and semi-structured interview (30 min). 
To ensure th e task was not trivia l, we first identified im-
ages th at had previous ly been con tested between path olo-
gists, with conflicting diagnosis labels. Then , to cover a range 
of scenarios, we identified 6 cases spanning 3 image types: 
2 "borderline " images (classically difficult cases lying on the 
border between cancer grades), 2 "asymmetric " images (im-
ages in which an irrelevant feature was larger than a relevant 
feature) , and 2 "diverse" images (images containing a diver-
sity of clinical patterns). Participants used SMILY for 3 trials 
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Figur e 5: Results from user study survey questions, with 
standard error bars. Compared to a conventional interface, 
SMILY had greater diagnostic utility and required lower ef -
fort. Users also indicated having greater trust in SMILY, felt 
SMILY offered better mental support, and felt the y were 
more likely to use it in clinical practice. 
(1 image in each category), and the conventional version for 
3 trials. Order of conditions and categories were randomized. 
After each trial , patho logists answered the diagnostic util-
ity, effort , and frustration ques tions , as well as the diagno-
sis categories th ey saw in the image , along with th eir deci-
sion certainty . During each trial, participan ts' actions were 
recorded using a log file and by screen recording. In the post-
study ques tionnaire , par ticipan ts answered the remaining 
questionnaire items. 
7 USER STUDY RESULTS 
Figure 5 summarizes the ratings from participan ts. During 
the study, participants found the clinical information to have 
higher diagnostic utility while using SMILY(µ = 4. 7) than 
while using th e conven tional interface(µ = 3.7). A mixed-
effects regression , with interface and image type as fixed 
effects and participant as a random effect, found a significant 
main effect of interface on usefu lness (p = 0.025, t = 2.3). 
Participants also experienced less effort using SMILY(µ = 
2.8) than the conven tiona l interface(µ = 3.3). Results show 
a significan t main effect of interface on effort (p = 0.034, 
t = - 2.2), as well as a main effect of image type (p = 0.006, 
t = - 2.9, diverse image type> border line image type). No 
differences were found for the frustration dimension. 
In th e post-study ques tionnaire , users expressed higher 
trust in SMILY. Users rated SMILY as having higher capabil-
ity than the conventional interface(µ= 6, µ = 4.7, p = 0.01, 
t = 3.08), as well as higher benevo lence(µ = 5.8, µ = 2.6, 
p < 0.001, t = 6.04). 
Par ticipan ts found SMILY to offer greater mental sup-
port for decision-making th an the conven tional interface 
(µ = 5, µ = 3.4, p = 0.003, t = 3.8), and expressed th at they 
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Figu re 6: Participants interleaved between different refine -
ment tools , usin g a variety of strategies to emphasize and de-
emphasize clinical features. The figure shows how different 
participants uscdrcfincmcnttools for the same prostate can-
cer case. Thus, data from half (6) the participants arc shown 
due to counterbalanced conditions. 
would be be more likely to use SMILY in clinical practice 
(µ = 5.58, µ = 2.67, p = 0.001, t = 4.4). Overall, 7/ 12 partici -
pants "totally " preferred SMILY, 4/ 12 preferred SMILY "much 
more " than the conven tional interface , and 1/ 12 preferred 
SMILY "slight ly more." Users felt that, compared to the con-
ventiona l interface, SMILY would be more practical ly usefu l 
in their day to day work: "That is where I would do the lion's 
share, 85% of my work." 
In sum, users were able to retrieve more diagnostical ly rel-
evant information with less effort using SMILY, had greater 
trust in the sys tem, and felt th ey were more likely to use it 
in clinical prac tice. While th e focus of thi s work is on the 
refinemen t mechanisms as opposed to diagnostic accuracy, 
SMILY ideally should not dampen accuracy. We found no 
significant effect of interface on accuracy (p=0.55) and confi-
dence (p=0.7). However, the detection of subtle differences 
would require a full clinical trial, a direction that is promising 
but outside the scope of the curren t study. 
8 TOOL USE AND NAVIGATION PATTERNS 
In this section, we describe how individual refinement tools 
and the conven tional interface were used to locate desired 
images. We discuss support for decision making in the next 
section. 
Refine-by-Region 
The refine -by-region is th e only tool th at opera tes direc tly 
on th e image in ques tion. Par ticipan ts used it to search 
on specific regions of interest , and to exclude oth er inter-
twined features from being considered by th e algori thm . 
Hence, refine -by-region tended to initiate mini-search ses-
sions dedica ted to a specific area. A common patt ern was 
to make coarse -grained refinements using refine-by-region, 
then finer-grained adjustments using refine-by-example and 
refine-by-concept. 
Refine-by-Example 
Pathologists used refine-by-example when they instinctively 
saw images containing features they cared about: "It was ... an 
intuitive feeling of 'this looks like this.' " Although refine-by-
examp le was easy to initiate due to its percep tu al nature , 
users even tu ally encoun tered friction while using the tool. 
When changes in search resu lts were subtle, users were some-
times uncertain abou t whether th e resu lts were improving. 
This was more common when the examples they picked con-
tained many confounding features , which further muddied 
the results. In analyzing user logs, we found that users took 
a relatively long time on each iteration of refine-by-example 
(median =86 sec), with these chains of iterations consuming 
a median of 139 seconds. Users also tended to provide only 
a few examp les per update (µ = 2, a = 1). In contras t, th e 
refine-by-concept tool had faster iterations (median = 15 sec), 
with chains of consecu tive itera tions taking a median of 
91 seconds. The slower iterations during refine-by-examp le 
were likely due to the users ' time spent picking examples and, 
in cases where changes were subtle, determining whether 
search results were updating in the directions intended . 
Refine-by-Concept 
Refine-by-concep t and refine -by-examp le played comp le-
mentary roles, and appeared to trigger differen t types of 
thinking. Whereas interaction with refine -by-examp le was 
primarily perceptual and patt ern -based ( ''You think in pic-
tures first before you think in words ... "), refine -by-concep t 
pushed users to think more systematica lly about the specific 
featur es important for diagnosis: "The [refine-by) concept 
makes you think a little more about what components make 
the image look like what it does." 
Unlike other tools, refine -by-concept enab led users to ex-
plore the spectru.m of a key differential feature using sliders. 
For example, because the extent of gland fusion is a key fac-
tor that determines whe ther a specimen is grade 3 versus 
grade 4 cancer, some used the Fused Glands slider to view a 
range of fused and un-fused glands, along with th eir previ -
ous diagnoses, to determine where their new case stood on 
that spectrum: 'Tf there is a question between 2 grades, you 
can shift them in so many ways and see a lot of different possi-
bilities." Users emphasized that the distinction between two 
diagnoses is often con tin uous rather than discrete, making 
the sliders particularly useful for borderline cases: 'The zone 
between 3 and 4, it 's hard to make an exact black and white 
line, so it was helpful for that differential." 
Refine-by-concep t was also helpful in situ ations where 
search resul ts were "stuck" in a suboptimal por tion of th e 
embedd ing space, mak ing it difficult to find better examples 
to refine on . For examp le, a user realized that the examp les 
he marked for refine -by-examp le had the same irrelevant 
feature as th e original reference image: '7 don 't think it 's 
getting any better ... partly {because) I'm picking ones that have 
a lot of stroma. " He overcame this prob lem by using refine -
by-concept: "Yeah so that helps a lot! So the key there was not 
to refine by example but to adjust by concept." 
Although rare , refine -by-concep t sliders some tim es sur-
faced resu lts con taining an unrelated concep t in addition 
to th e target concep t, due to a confounding visua l variab le. 
For examp le, placing Fused Glands on th e maximum slider 
sett ing returned some images of benign stroma, which have 
sma ll dots that are visually similar to hyper-fused glands. 
While confounding concepts can be interpretable if they are 
biologically corre lated with th e intended concep t, in this 
case, it was jarring because the visua lly similar concep ts 
conflicted biologically. To help con trol for th e presence of 
confounding variab les, future work could investigate the 
effects of including visual mimickers of th e target concep t 
as negative examp les in the training of CAVs. 
In sum, users found refine -by-concep t very useful, and 
many asked for more concep ts to be made availab le. For 
example, users sugges ted concepts such as "shee ts of cells;• 
"prominence of nucleoli;' "mitotic activity;• and "benign mim-
ickers of cancer: • Alth ough some human-labeled data was 
needed, we found th at th e number of labe ls required was 
relatively sma ll (see System Design), giving hope th at this 
technique can be app lied to more concepts and domains. For 
examp le, future work could exp lore enab ling end-users to 
train concepts on-the-fly. Research could also tackle how to 
learn concepts that are Jess common in medical datasets, such 
as by using examp les from textbooks, journals, or even im-
age search, to surface enough examples to learn the concept. 
Overal l, making dynamic crea tion of any concep t scalable 
and accessib le will be important future work. 
Interleaving , Resets , and Backtracks 
Within a sing le case, users often interleaved between tools 
multiple times (Figure 6), sometimes to backtrack and switch 
to a differen t refinemen t strategy, and sometimes to fine-
tune progress made in previous steps. In refine-by-example, 
a common pattern was to "clear th e slate" by deleting all 
image examples at once before adding more. These behaviors 
tended to occur after having used a different tool in between, 
suggesting that the search resu lts may have shifted enough 
to provide better examples for selection. Within a single tool, 
users also backtracked, for example, with refine -by-concept 
sliders: '7t went a little too far. .. Let 's see if I can back off a 
little." 
Navigation in the Conventional Interface 
While refinement enabled users to narrow in on the most rel-
evant dimensions of similarity, in the conventional interface 
users resor ted to sequentia lly scanning through pic tur es, 
skipping over ones th at were irrelevant to th e diagnosis. 
Users described it as "just kind of flipping through the book ': 
"keep going next ", and "looking through possibly hundreds of 
images, which is very time consuming." Activity logs corrobo-
rated these findings: users wen t through multiple pages of 
resu lts to find relevan t ones(µ = 2.6), whereas with SMILY 
they usually stayed on the first page and refined th e search 
(µ = O .4). With the conventional interface, users wished they 
had more con trol over the search direction: 'T'm lamenting 
the fact that I can 't do more refine-by-example and I'm kind 
of stuck going through all of these things." 
9 DECISION MAKING AND COPING WITH 
BLACK-BOX ML 
The process of clinical decision-making involves generating 
hypotheses, comparing and contrasting them, and determin -
ing their likelihood. In this section, we first describe the re-
finement strategies used for navigating the decision-making 
process. Then, we describe refinemen t strategies used for 
coping with the ML algorithm. 
Refinement Practices for Decision-making 
Tracking the Likelihood of a Decision Hypothesis. During 
the study, users described ways in which iteratively refining 
search resu lts helped them track the likelihood of a hypoth-
esis. Some commen ted that, with each round of refinemen t, 
seeing an increasing number of visua lly similar images ap-
pear in their hypothesized category gave th em reassurance 
that th ey were on the righ t track: "When you can refine by 
example you can see hopefu.lly more of the same ... and feeling 
more assurance that that 's the right answer." Pathologists also 
used iterative updates as an important signal for determining 
if they were on the wrong path: "It's kind of like looking at an 
object from a bunch of different views. That will either increase 
your confidence. .. or it will show you that you 're walking down 
the wrong path." 
Generating New Ideas. The refinement tools also provided 
decision -making suppor t by helping users reflect on th eir 
thought process and generate new ideas: "The iterative changes 
help you think through what did I do, how did I get there." In 
par ticular, th e concep t sliders helped raised awareness of 
unexplored terri tories: '1f I glance at the concept {slider), it 
may make me think 'Oh but I didn 't try to do the luminal 
flattening ,' whereas that would not have come to mind on its 
own." One user remarked that a potential downside of this is 
the possibility of going too deep into a thought process: "The 
[refinement tools) helped me think a lot, maybe too much." As 
the possible range of diseases can be large, patho logists may 
be wary of going too deep down a tangential rabbi t hole, if 
it takes th em too far from their initial thought process. 
Reducing Problem Complexity. Reference images contain -
ing a mixture of features were often cogni tively difficult to 
analyze. As found in th e resu lt s above , users experienced 
greater effort when analyzing images with diverse features, 
perhaps because they required analyzing each feature sepa-
rately while simul taneous ly considering their interactions: 
"These are different patterns. I can't do it all at once." The crop 
tool helped users focus on one component at a time, poten-
tially offloading intermediate state from working memory 
to the user interface. 
Refinement Strategies for Coping with ML 
Interac tion with a search algori thm during the decision -
making process introduced addi tiona l cha llenges and un-
cer tainty. In this section, we discuss ways in which users 
att emp ted to reso lve th ese challenges , and how they made 
use of refinement tools in the process. 
Attempting to Narrow the Semantic Cap. Users were sur-
prised when their mental model of similarity did not match 
that of SMILY, especial ly when th e sys tem missed a key, 
diagnostical ly-critical feature or over-emphasized obviously 
irrelevant featu res. Users found irrelevant images distrac t-
ing: '1t's sort of a red herring, because yes it looks like this 
image, but it 's not important. " This semantic gap degraded 
trust , par ticularly in cases where users could not fath om 
the sys tem's reasoning: '7 don 't quite trust the system yet, 
gosh it {the search result) looks nothing like my grade 3 {the 
reference image). That fact is making me doubt this thing." 
Using refinemen t tools, par ticipan ts attemp ted to narrow 
the semantic gap, by emphasizing relevant medical concepts 
and reducing irrelevant ones. By adapting to users ' interests 
(30), refinement tools may have increased SMILY's perceived 
benevo lence and tru stwor thiness. In con tras t, when using 
the conven tional interface , users felt their only option was 
to look at more pages of search results to get more relevant 
images, but felt that effort may be futile given search ranking: 
'1 could click 'next ' but that 's going down to the less similar 
ones." 
Developing a Mental Model of the ML. Unexpected search 
resul ts crea ted an additional layer of uncertainty for users, 
causing th em to wonder wha t th e machine was "thinking " 
and to form th eories around these behaviors. Many looked 
for features in the reference image th at could explain why 
surprising images were being returned: "I wonder what it was 
looking at...must have been picking up on some of these single 
nuclei." Some formed elaborate theories about what ratios of 
features the algorithm had paid attention to ("This is a quar-
ter of the {image) and it 's got a big benign gland ... sticking in "), 
or deve loped th eories abou t the goa l of the system ( '7 sus-
pect {it 's) trying to mimic the workings of the human brain.") 
Par ticipan ts used refinemen t tools to test and revise th eir 
theories: 'To test my hypothe sis, I [want to) cut out that second 
gland. " These observa tions suppor t growing evidence that 
interactive seams in an interface could help users manage 
and refine their algorithmic folk theories (15). 
Disambiguating ML Errors from Self Errors. Path ologists 
also used refinement tools to disambiguate ML errors from 
their own errors. When faced with surprising search results, 
users wondered whether the algorithm was simply noisy, or 
whether it had seen something important th at th ey th em-
selves had missed: '7 don't know why it 's picking up PIN 
[Prostatic Intraepithelial Neoplasia) so much! Now I'm ques-
tioning myself " or "They make me wonder, 'Oh, am I mak-
ing an error?'" This need for disambiguation is cri tical to 
decision-making: if the algorithm is behaving properly, then 
unexpected resu lts could be fortuitous as they cause experts 
to stop and question their own hypotheses. However, if the 
algorithm is wrong, this could add additional burden on the 
practitioner. To test if the error was due to ML, patho logists 
removed variab les they thought were leading the algorithm 
astray and repeated the search. Over time, some tried to re-
move these variab les preventatively , by cropping out areas 
known to introduce noise. Thus , with out providing an ex-
plicit explana tion abou t how the algori thm works, SMILY 
implicitly gave users some insight by allowing them to test 
the algori thm . 
Fear of Over-influencing the Algorithm. In some cases, set-
ting the More Fused slider to its maximum setting displayed 
examp les of items that were beyond fused. One user was 
concerned that the powerfu l nature of the sliders might over-
influence the algorithm: '1f l'm adjusting that bar; is there a 
way to say 'keep your top selection, you were giving me these 
pattern 4s'? If I'm injecting too much of my interpretation into 
it, how much of this is [me) putting in my subjective interpre-
tation hoping to get that response back?" In sum, while users 
desired to contro l the visual characteristics, they wished the 
diagnostic categories could be preserved. 
10 DISCUSSION 
In light of our findings, we now discuss the broader implica-
tions of this research. 
Applicability of Refinement Tools 
As machine learning algorithms continue to improve in accu-
racy and reduce errors, some migh t question the contin ued 
value of refinement tools. First, as explained ear lier, it may be 
impossible to develop an algorithm that perfectly captures an 
expert's notion of similarity, given that these notions differ 
by case, and often even within a single case as the user moves 
from one focus area to ano ther. In domains where data is 
highly regulated and expert time is rare, it can be exceedingly 
cumbersome to obtain new expert -labe led data sets every 
time a model needs to be improved. Our findings show that 
lightweight refinement tools enab led users to more easily 
customize a system for their in-the-moment needs, without 
re-training the original model. While we demonstrated effi-
cacy in patho logy, the methods themselves were not specific 
to one domain. This gives us hope th at th e techniques we 
have developed can be app lied to other sub-domains where 
the user task is to make a critical decision using image data. 
Second, we saw that refinement tools were used for pur -
poses beyond improving search results, such as iteratively 
tracking a diagnosis and building mental models of the ML, 
leading to greater trust. As seen in the past, medical experts 
are likely to resist au toma tion if it appears bri ttle or limit s 
their autonomy (24, 46). Our results support the notion that 
automation and agency are not necessarily tr ade-offs, but 
are instead mutually beneficial. When faced with an imper-
fect algorithm, refinement tools gave experts the agency to 
guide the system. This in turn allowed the system to improve 
results and demonstrate par tial capabili ty, increasing tru st . 
As artificial intelligence continues to play a more prominent 
role in domains traditionally held by human experts, we view 
these tools as being even more crucial to th e usability and 
utility of ML. 
Medical Decision-Making and Bias 
Relative to other search domains, CBIR systems for decision-
making face a unique challenge because both humans and 
algorithms opera te under decision uncertainty: when un-
expec ted system behavior occurs, th e user may not know 
whe ther it was due to an algorithmic error or their own 
oversight. In SMILY, refinement tools gave experts a way to 
start disambiguating between th ese causes. Designing end-
user tools for disambiguation will be critical to the future 
effectiveness of these systems. 
While refinement tools helped users test for ML errors, a 
potentia l risk of refinement is confirma tion bias. Since ex-
perts used iterative refinement as a means for tr acking the 
likelihood of a hypotheses, this could lead to bias if users are 
searching only towards evidence consistent with their exist-
ing beliefs (37), or believe results are improving when they' re 
not [ 44). Though we did not find evidence of deteriorated 
decision-making using SMILY, th e potential for confirma -
tion bias should be considered in future work. For examp le, 
systems could mitigate confirmation bias by highlighting re-
finement paths that the user has not yet taken, or by raising 
awareness when a refinement update has increased evidence 
in a diagnostic category outside of the user ' s current focus. 
Beyond Algorithmic Feedback: Refinement as a 
Means for Testing and Understanding Opaque 
Algorithms 
While human-ML interactive tools have tr aditionally been 
used to improve algorithms, we found that refinement mech-
anisms empowered humans to test, understand, and grapp le 
with opaque algorithms. These findings sugges t new ways 
for improving algorithmic transparency, which to date has 
focused more on genera tin g human-interpretable algorith -
mic explanations (9, 26, 39). Beyond being passive recipients 
of machine outpu t, end -users could play an active role in 
the interpretation of machines, equipped with interactive 
tools to hypothesis -test their intuitions. Indeed, interaction 
could help people form mental models and increase algorith -
mic transparency (3, 15). Integra tin g th ese human-centric 
approaches with existing efforts is a promising direction for 
future research, as it opens up possibili ties for leveraging 
the intelligence of human beings themselves. 
11 CONCLUSION 
In thi s paper, we found th at refinement tools not only in-
creased trust and utility, but were also used for critical decision -
making purposes beyond guiding an algorithm. Our work 
brings to light the dual challenges and opportunities of ML: 
although black-box ML algorithms can be difficult to un-
derstand, off-the-shelf image embeddings from DNNs could 
enable new, lightweight ways of creating interactive refine-
ment and exp lora tion mechanisms. Ultimately, refinement 
tools gave doctors the agency to hypothesis-test and ap-
ply their domain knowledge, while simultaneous ly leverag-
ing th e benefi ts of automa tion. Taken togeth er, this work 
provides implications for how ML-based systems can aug-
ment, rather than replace, expert intelligence during critical 
decision-making, an area that will likely continue to rise in 
importance in the coming years. 
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